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Editorials

Fetal and infant origins of adult disease

The suggestion that certain diseases that usually manifest
themselves in middle to late adult life-such as hyperten-
sion, ischaemic heart disease, and non-insulin dependent
diabetes (NIDDM)-originate in fetal and early infant life
seems at first sight highly implausible. To couple this with
a challenge to the dogma that these conditions have a
genetic basis is perceived by some as outrageous. However,
a growing body of evidence, epidemiological and experi-
mental, is consistent with these propositions, perhaps most
clearly and strongly when these conditions are combined in
the so called "insulin resistance syndrome" or "syndrome
x,,
With the value of hindsight early clues pointing in these

directions can now be detected. Rose in 1964 examining
familial patterns in ischaemic heart disease observed that
the siblings of males who had had a cardiac infarction fared
badly, in particular they had an infant mortality rate dou-
ble that of controls.2 Rose warned against jumping to the
conclusion that the observed familial aggregation indicated
a genetic basis. The relation between infant mortality and
subsequent ischaemic heart disease in the survivors of the
same generation was first demonstrated by Forsdahl3 in a
Norwegian study. He suggested that the observation was
explained by great poverty in childhood and adolescence
followed by prosperity. This finding was duplicated in
England and Wales-Barker and Osmond in 1986
proposed that the childhood influences predisposing to
ischaemic heart disease were related to poor nutrition dur-
ing prenatal and early postnatal life that increased suscep-
tibility to the effects of an affluent diet.4 In parallel with
these observations of relations between ischaemic heart
disease and infant mortality, other epidemiological studies
detected relations with adult height. In the Whitehall study
height was found to be inversely related to mortality from
coronary artery disease and it was suggested that factors
operating from early life may be important.5 NIDDM has
also been associated with shortness of stature.6

Epidemiological studies in this area in recent years have
achieved major advances through the technique pioneered
by Barker's research group of identifying populations for
whom early anthropometric data are available. It has
therefore become possible to examine the relations of a
range of adult diseases to indices which give approximate
measures of fetal and infant growth. Some key findings
have been that males with the lowest weight at birth and at
one year had the highest rates of death from ischaemic
heart disease; low birth weight and large placentas were
associated with the highest blood pressures in adult men
and women7; impaired glucose tolerance and NIDDM in
men fell progressively with increasing birth weight or
weight at one year as did blood pressure, possibly indicat-
ing factors which cause the association between NIDDM
and hypertension.8 These observations have been repli-
cated in studies of a variety of populations worldwide.
Thus the strength and reproducibility of the epidemio-

logical data in this area is not in dispute. The current chal-
lenge is to provide a mechanistic explanation. Recent
research in monozygotic twins discordant for NIDDM
showed that the twin with diabetes had a significantly lower

birth weight, showing conclusively that non-genetic factors
are of major importance.9 It has been hypothesised that
nutrition, particularly protein nutrition of the mother, may
play a major role in determining both the insulin secretion
and insulin sensitivity of offspring.'" Experiments to test
this in a rat model have proved consistent with the hypoth-
esis and have revealed unexpected changes. Groups of
pregnant rats fed diets with graded reductions in protein
produced offspring which had parallel but inverse changes
in blood pressure." In separate experiments it was found
that feeding pregnant rats isocaloric diets containing just
under half the normal protein content for the three weeks
of pregnancy induced permanent changes in key enzymes
of carbohydrate metabolism in the offsprings' liver despite
being weaned onto a normal diet. The isolated perfused
livers of these mice were insulin resistant and at 15 months
animals showed a greater age dependent loss of glucose
tolerance. Undoubtedly the effects of growth retardation of
the fetus due to restriction of the maternal diet are many
and varied, including changes in longevity.'2

If one reflects upon the key role of fetal life in
organogenesis, it becomes less difficult to believe that this
period of life may determine the health of organs in middle
to late adult life. Although it may appear that the capacity
of many organs is surplus to requirements in early to mid-
dle life, the reduction of this capacity with age ultimately
makes the residual function of key organs critical for
survival. Organ growth and development prior to birth
have been shown in many studies over many years to be
mainly determined by maternal health and nutrition. Since
maternal health and nutrition are amenable to improve-
ment it is essential that we test these concepts, however
implausible and outrageous they may seem at first sight.
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